Variability in counselling patients regarding the hereditary nature of abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA). Lack of evidence or resources?
To audit advice regarding the hereditary nature of aneurysm disease offered to patients undergoing elective AAA repair in a New Zealand teaching hospital (Christchurch Public Hospital). In a retrospective audit, the documentation of information and advice given to patients regarding the hereditary nature of AAA disease was reviewed. Patients undergoing non-emergency open or endovascular AAA repair in a tertiary referral centre were identified from a computerised database (patient management system). Typed clinic letters and in-patient notes were searched for evidence of advice given regarding the hereditary nature of AAAs and the need for surveillance of family members. Of the 79 patients included in the study, 20 (25%) underwent endovascular AAA repair (EVAR) and 59 (75%) underwent open AAA repair. Only 19 of patient notes contained thorough documentation of the advice offered regarding family history of AAA. This study has identified deficiencies in the documentation of the counselling process regarding the occasional hereditary nature of AAAs and the management of family members of patients with AAA. The results of this audit and the evidence outlined in the discussion will hopefully improve our management of patients with AAA and their relatives.